Antitrust Statement (HL7 GOM §05.02):

Professional Associations, such as HL7, which bring together competing entities are subject to strict scrutiny under applicable antitrust laws. HL7 recognizes that the antitrust laws were enacted to promote fairness in competition and, as such, supports laws against monopoly and restraints of trade and their enforcement. Each individual participating in HL7 meetings and conferences, regardless of venue, is responsible for knowing the contents of and adhering to the HL7 Antitrust Policy as stated in §05.01 of the Governance and Operations Manual (GOM).
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Agenda

1. General Ticket Review
2. Workflow overview

Meeting Objective

• Continue to make progress addressing ballot tickets and move to vote with FM.
### Issue Key | Summary
---|---
FHIR-35378 | Add entry slices on Bundles for expected and required resource types
FHIR-35088 | Institutional and Professional profiles - NDC mapping and Value Set
FHIR-35254 | compoundDrugLinkingNum needs more guidance
FHIR-35251 | Require Claim.subType
FHIR-34649 | Modify bindings for Institutional profile claim.type, claim.subtype
FHIR-34955 | Network status in advanced EOB profile
FHIR-35272 | Provide a means to specify a denial reason in AEOB
FHIR-35273 | Provide means to declare an in or out of network/coverage status for AEOB
FHIR-37516 | Change careTeam:rendering slice on Institutional GFE to only be a Human (not Organization)
FHIR-35109 | Mapping GFE to AEOB data elements *(Reached Out to reporter)*
FHIR-34920 | On the AEOB profile, remove requirement for net; add requirement for adjudication *(What adjudication Elements are required?)*
Submit response
- Error/issue management
- Estimation identification

Management
- update/cancel

Polling/Query (Payer expressing support)
- AEOB to member
- AEOB to Provider
  - Status of AEOB (Query or response) partial for AEOB or AEOB bundle.

Cross-Submission
Submit response

Error/issue management

• Validation error
• Unknown member
• Unknown product or service

Da Vinci Patient Cost Transparency - Discussion

FHIR-35269 - Specify OperationOutcome requirements for common outcomes
Da Vinci Patient Cost Transparency - Discussion

Provider

Submit GFE Bundle

Receive empty AEOB Bundle
With Identifier

Payer

Submit Response
Provider Query

Parameters
- AEOB Identifier
- Patient
- Date of GFE submission
- Estimated Date of Service
- Providers
- Payer

Provider Query

Parameters
- Date of GFE submission
- Estimated Date of Service
- Providers
- Coverage
- Payer